
Rt. 8, Frederick, Ed. 21701 
1/20/75 

Kr. .1. David Truby 
2537 Eelloney Lane 
Indiana, Pa. 15701 

Dear David, 

Your Priday's card and tee enclosed column of the 15th make me wonder what your 
readers must have wondered about, even what the title of the book is and how - if at 
all - it can be obtained. 

Par me this cart of thing and the inaccuracies become an enormous futility. 

1 care naught for personal publicity. 

Leear borrowed the money to pay the printer so that people could read this material. 

)5ou write a column. No matter how few people may have read it or wanted to obtain 
the entire document, not just what you said of the work, you made it impossible for them 
then there is no single commercial radio station that has not told its audience the 
price and how to get it. 

You nay I did this so that everyone could benefit, which is trpe. But you then 
misidentify the document itself, calling it by a contraction of the book's subtitle. 
So, ahpuld any of your readers have wanted to spend much mor- than the cost of the book 
to get a copy of the transcript from the government, you made that impossib&a, too. 

Yet in your card you complain that 910 one will take till,: to talk." Should I ELL-an? 

Especially when you either don't take time. to read or are unable to comprehend. 

The unidentified "friends" ermine you quote interest me. If you are not under 
restraint, and I doll`t think that on this you should be, I'd be interested in knwwing 
who they are. These are thingai I do not say. 

The Washington new men Ben Waters you quote is unknown to me. If hewrote of this 
book, as the close of your column suggests, I'd be interested in seeing what he wrote. 

Followind this you close with a crack at the IftPost. Your timing could not have 
been worse. On this book they had and syndicated a very good, straight story of not less 
than two columns. 

All of this and what I do not recognize is much of a disappointment to me. 

Sincerely, 


